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encounter in the PSSA
examinations. You can do so
once or twice a week over
the coming weeks. Please do
not stop all “normal”
instruction a couple of weeks
before the PSSA testing
window to conduct intensive
test preparation. The goal is
to conduct the test
preparation activities in
ways that complement your
regular instruction.

State Testing Announcements

Mathematics: April 19 – 21

Teachers in testing grades and
subjects should continue to
follow the guidelines listed
below from Mr. Antonetti’s
February 5th memo.

Science: April 26 – 27



PSSA Testing Dates:
ELA: April 12 – 15

Keystone Testing Dates:
Literature: May 17 – 18
Algebra I: May 19 – 20



Biology: May 24 – 25

IMPORTANT REMINDERS
All employees involved in
proctoring or handling the
exams in any way must
complete the PSTAT training
and send a copy of their
certificate to Mr. Antonetti.

Use benchmark and other
student achievement data to
develop a clear idea of how
well your students have
mastered each standard
reflected in the
examinations.
Please make it a priority to
teach or reteach standards
with which students are
struggling to master.
All students should be
familiar with the PSSA test
structure, number of
questions, and types of
questions. Please continue to
expose students to questions
that are similar in content,
structure, and wording to
those they are likely to



The way you communicate
PSSA/Keystone information
will have a powerful impact
on your students and their
parents. Please express
yourself in a positive and
encouraging way that will
inspire their self-confidence.
Encourage them to do their
best and celebrate their
successes along the way.
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Bye, bye, Keystones?
On February 3, 2016, Governor Tom Wolf signed into law Senate Bill 880, which takes several actions with
respect to the Keystone Exams and hints that this exam may be on its way to extinction.
First, the bill postpones the requirement that Keystone Exams be used as a requirement for graduation until
the 2018-2019 school year. It also eliminates the Keystone Exam as the benchmark to determine if a student
should participate in a project-based assessment to meet the graduation requirements for the same
timeframe. Second, the bill requires that PDE develop an alternative to the Keystone Exam and provide
information regarding the same to the Legislature in six months. [One possible alternative would be the SAT
examinations.]

Special Education: Focus on IEPs
It is important for all general
education teachers to read and
understand each of their
students’ Individualized
Education Plans (IEP).
However, IEPs are notoriously
long documents that are not
user friendly. Probably the
most important section of an
IEP is the Specially Designed
Instruction (SDI) section. In
order to keep track of each
students’ unique needs,
teachers can use a one-page
summary sheet for easy
reference and to keep in their
substitute teacher folder. The
“IEP at a Glance” form on the
right was developed by an
elementary teacher in our
county. Please ask Mr.
Antonetti for a copy of the
form if you would like one.
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Faculty Spotlight: Ms. Rebecca Petrini
1. How long have you been teaching? What do you teach?
I have been teaching Spanish for about 10 years.
2. What is most fulfilling about teaching?
On a daily basis, I find seeing students enjoy themselves while learning fulfilling. What is most fulfilling is
seeing a spark of passion ignited in a student that I know I inspired in some way.
3. What is most challenging about teaching your subject area?
I think the most challenging aspect about Spanish is that everything builds on
everything. In order to continue successfully, students must retain prior
grammatical concepts and vocabulary. Students who do not put a significant
effort in fall behind, and it can become overwhelming for them. This is challenging
for me as well as it requires constant review and assessment in order to help
students retain knowledge.
4. What are the most important lessons (skills/content) you tend to focus
on most heavily during the year? Why do you focus on those above others?
Emphasizing speaking activities is essential. If you want to speak Spanish,
you must practice speaking. Guiding speaking activities, class surveys/interviews, dialogues, and class
conversations with a focused topic are all a part of these efforts.
(As a side note: Before I studied in Spain, I had no idea how little practice I had actually speaking the language
despite studying it for years. I could write a 5 page essay in Spanish, but I couldn’t have a simple conversation
with a native speaker. It is through speaking that we learn to speak.)
5. What types of strategies and supports seem to help struggling learners?
Time is key. If a student is struggling, it is important to find the time to scaffold the concept for them and
find a different way to get through to them. Most students that struggle in my classes are those that do not put
in the necessary time and effort. Sometimes reminding them of effective study skills helps. We have several
websites available for additional practice as well.
6. What is your educational background?
I have an undergraduate degree in International Business and Spanish from the University of Scranton,
a Masters in Spanish and Latin American Studies from American University. I then completed my teaching
certification through a graduate program at East Stroudsburg University.

Jung: On Nurturing Students
One looks back with appreciation to the brilliant teachers, but with gratitude to those
who touched our human feelings. The curriculum is so much necessary raw material,
but warmth is the vital element for the growing plant and for the soul of the child.
Carl Jung
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Reminder: NO CELL PHONE USE IN CLASS
Students cannot learn if they are constantly distracted by their cell phones. Effective instruction and
classroom management requires that students are actively learning.
Establish a classroom culture that values instructional time and does not tolerate preventable distractions.
Teachers should prohibit the use of cell phones in class and strictly enforce the rule in classrooms.
Administrators will be actively monitoring the enforcement of this rule.
Please speak with your students and consistently enforce this rule.

TEACHERS’ MEME CORNER

Curriculum News is published by Eduardo Antonetti, Director of Curriculum. Please send ideas, comments,
or suggestions to antonettie@mvsd.us

